Macalaster and St. Benedict to see their facilities. An analysis of what they do and do not like about their buildings is being made.

Ideas are being reviewed to decide which would be most functional and to decide their good qualities and weaknesses. President E. D. Farwell reported that any money left over after the library's portion of the Life campaign is taken out will go to the fine arts building.

Additions to the Union are also in sight. A third story is in the planning stages. Clair Kloster, a member of the Union planning committee, said that the committee is constructing guidelines of facilities that are needed in the Union.

The committee has visited other newer unions to look at the furnishings, the rooms and to learn from their successes and mistakes. They will try to find uses for the space that will mean most to the total effort.

Some possibilities that the committee is investigating for the third floor are a ballroom small meeting rooms, and educational T.V. facilities. It would also be possible to have an outside cafe in the extra space down by Dantes.

Plans are underway for many changes on the campus. The problem now is to decide which facilities the Luther student body needs first and most.

Luther's newest addition to dormitory housing, the Women's Tower (capacity of 362), is currently expected to reach completion by early spring of this year. The construction has been delayed only by the late arrival of the mill-work (beds, desks, etc.) and has otherwise been on schedule.

The lounges of the two tower dorms will be connected by a large central area divided into two sections. The section nearest the campus will be used as a common study area. The other section, with its picture windows overlooking the panoramic beauty of the northwest valley and its large fire place will serve as a common lounge.

Although the exterior construction of the two tower dorms will be identical, the interior of Women's Tower will differ considerably from that of Men's Tower.

Women's Tower will be serviced by two elevators in contrast with the one in Men's Tower. The basement of the Women's Tower will contain a laundry room and a utility room. There will also be a kitchenette which Men's Tower does not have.

The student rooms on each floor will be on the perimeter of the building, surrounding a complex of other living facilities. This complex will consist of a pressing room, a luggage storage room, two bathrooms (one at each end of the floor), two shower rooms (also one at each end of the floor), and a study lounge.

In addition to these changes in the general facilities changes have been made in the student rooms. The rooms will all be two-girl rooms. Walking into the room and turning immediately to the left one finds a bed in the corner. To the right of this bed, moving along the wall, is a chest of six drawers. Half above this chest and half above the bed in the corner is the second bed.

To the right of the chest is a desk with seven smaller drawers. Above the desk is a mirror (left) and a book case (right). Again moving to the right and turning the corner we face a desk set-up similar to the one on the opposite side.

To the right of the desk and all the way to the door is closet space. This gives each girl in excess of four feet of closet space. Next to the door is the personal intercom and thermostat. The unique arrangement of the beds in the rooms gives the women greater closet and drawer space than is available in the men's dorm.

The completion of Women's Tower will mark a temporary rest in dormitory construction until a new freshman girl's dorm is started that will eventually phase the venerable Larsen Hall out of its dormitory function and into its administrative capacity at which time we need worry no longer about its potential flammability.